Substituting cement with supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs)—such as fly ash, ground glass, natural pozzolans, and blast furnace slag—creates an opportunity for cost-effective decarbonization. These waste and by-product components can be mixed into concrete, preserving performance while reducing the need for cement. Portland cement is responsible for 90% of the total embodied carbon of concrete; reducing this input offers one of the most effective avenues for creating more sustainable concrete. Substitution often repurposes waste materials and is a cost-competitive intervention in many instances.
Key Takeaways

Up to 40% substitution of cement with SCM is possible based on individual mix limits and supply across the United States, offering potential savings of 27 Mt CO₂e per year.¹

Substitution can deliver up to 80% emissions reductions for a given application.³

Using SCMs can reduce the cost of the cement blend by up to $45/ton.⁴

The availability of SCMs may diminish in the future, potentially requiring the development of new sources (e.g., reclaiming stored fly ash or mining natural pozzolans).

The primary barriers to increasing SCM use are prescriptive specifications, unfamiliarity from industry, and supply-side restrictions.

Opportunity

Both cement and concrete producers have opportunities to use alternative materials. Cement producers may produce blended cements (defined in ASTM C595), particularly portland limestone cement (PLC or Type 1L). Raw ground limestone acts as a seed crystal to enhance the cement hydration.

Concrete producers can also use a variety of SCMs to lower embodied carbon while meeting specifications. These include:

- Waste or by-product pozzolans such as fly ash and ground glass, which are mostly silica
- Natural pozzolans, such as volcanic ash, which perform similarly to waste pozzolans
- Ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBFS), a by-product of steelmaking that contains calcium and silica, and that can almost entirely replace portland cement (up to 95% in ASTM C595)

These strategies can also be combined to further reduce embodied carbon. For example, a ready-mix operator could start with a portland limestone cement base and combine it with fly ash or GGBFS. The additional reductions in embodied carbon are complemented by improved strength and durability.²

Because SCMs have low embodied carbon relative to cement, substitution translates into steep emissions reductions, potentially in excess of 80% (see Exhibit 1).

¹ Based on RMI analysis of USGS data for cement and slag production and ACAA data for fly ash production, as well as substitution limits set by ASTM C595. Estimates assume that all fly ash and slag can be processed to a suitable grade.
³ See footnote ii.
Substitution Limits

Given the different chemistry of the materials and subsequent impacts on concrete properties (e.g., strength or workability), the ASTM C595 standard sets out different substitution limits for limestone, pozzolans, and GGBFS at 15%, 40%, and 95%, respectively.

Exhibit 1: Emissions reductions in cement blends using SCMs

Exhibit 2: Variation in SCM cost is mostly associated with required transport distance

SCM costs are highly dependent on location. As result, there is a significant range of prices. In almost all places where an SCM can be sourced it will be less expensive than cement.
Considerations

Barriers to further adoption of SCMs include prescriptive specifications and a lack of familiarity with options (e.g., natural pozzolans and ground glass). But the greatest hurdle is the complicated supply-side dynamics of connecting concrete manufacturers with SCMs.

Exhibit 3: Fly ash supply is limited in the West

Fly ash is a byproduct of coal-fired power plants. As coal power is phased-out, fly ash availability will be constrained. This is already the case in the West where there are few coal-fired power stations producing fly ash in any significant quantity.
The overall ratio of SCMs in concrete mixes is limited to roughly 40% due to concrete quality considerations as well as material supply. This estimate of potential overall substitution is based on the ASTM C595 limit for limestone (15%) and current US production of both fly ash (27 Mt/y based on ACAA data) and GGBFS (8 Mt/y based on USGS data).

Exhibit 4: GGBFS is only produced in the Great Lakes Region

GGBFS supply is even more constrained geographically than fly ash. The last remaining blast furnaces are located in the Great Lakes region and the maximum trucking distance (for a breakeven price with cement) further limits the area in which this SCM can be used.

For concrete producers, incorporating SCMs requires securing a reliable supply.

- Limestone: Although cheap and widely available, the use of limestone is limited to 15% in ASTM C595. The inclusion of limestone will primarily occur in blended cement, as it is already available to cement producers as a raw feed material for the kiln.

- Fly ash: New supply of fly ash will continue to decline with the retirement of coal-fired power stations, and as emissions regulations lead to ash with a high carbon content. New supply could be developed by reclaiming fly ash from legacy storage ponds. Current US fly ash production is below the maximum possible substitution rate in a concrete mix (40%). Finally, this maximum rate is not suitable for certain concrete applications (e.g., those requiring rapid early strength gain).

Exhibit 5: Stored fly ash could represent a significant opportunity (million tons)

A large amount of fly ash has been stored across the United States over the past 20 years. As new fly ash production decreases (owing to the phase-out of coal-fired power), this stored material could be reclaimed and used in concrete production.
GGBFS: The supply of furnace slag is limited to the Midwest, where blast furnaces are still in operation. Given its higher material cost, furnace slag can only be economically transported over relatively short distances (roughly 300 km). While the substitution limit, at 95%, is high in terms of the amount of GGBFS that can be incorporated into a concrete mix, the overall material supply is low at 3 Mt/y. This supply rate could potentially expand to 8 Mt/y through the installation of granulation facilities at all blast furnaces. However, this would still only amount to 8% of the total 102 Mt of annual cement demand in the United States. GGBFS imported from overseas is also available in coastal regions, but the emissions associated with shipping decrease net reductions in embodied carbon.

At present, fly ash presents the best opportunity for overall abatement, given the balance between substitution limits and material availability. Although the amount of fly ash used in cement has remained stable, overall production has reduced significantly as coal-fired power stations are retired. This trend will continue, with production expected to drop below current fly ash usage sometime between 2025 and 2035.

However, data from the American Coal Ash Association indicates that over the past 20 years, 600 Mt of fly ash were stored in various waste sites. Recovery of this fly ash could provide US concrete producers with 14 years of SCM at the highest substitution rate—40%—while providing a separate revenue stream to fund rehabilitation and closure costs once a coal-fired power station is shut down. Several promising studies have been completed on the feasibility of reclaiming stored fly ash as a new source of SCMs to mitigate cement emissions. Boral has published a case study from Washingtonville, Pennsylvania, where approximately 2 Mt of fly ash generated in the 1980s and 1990s are being reclaimed for use in concrete.

The use of fly ash in concrete may also reduce some nonclimate environmental impacts of fly ash storage. An EPA analysis found that the environmental releases from concrete containing fly ash were comparable to or lower than those from ordinary concrete. At the same time, the use of fly ash reduces the need to impound these materials in surface ponds, which are known to spill and contaminate local water supplies.

In addition to fly ash, ASTM also allows for other pozzolans such as ground glass, silica fume (a by-product of silicon production), or naturally occurring pozzolans. Natural pozzolans, such as those found in volcanic ash, have the potential to significantly reduce the overall emissions associated with cement production. In geographies where natural pozzolans are cost-effective and sustainable to produce, they may serve as a valuable resource in the future if new production of other SCMs (including fly ash and GGBFS) dwindles with the decarbonization of the power and steel sectors.

---

vi See footnote vii on page 17.
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State of the Market

Portland limestone cement (PLC) is increasingly used due to the simplicity of implementation by cement producers and the reduction in the emissions intensity of the concrete by 10%. For example, the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) recently used PLC as the basis for the Highway 287 replacement in an effort to meet the state’s climate action plan. CDOT’s use of PLC also provided a basis for the synergistic inclusion of fly ash into the cement blend for parts of the project, further reducing the embodied carbon content of the concrete.

Although natural pozzolan production is currently small (0.5 Mt/y in 2017), there have been some recent expansions, including Nevada Cement offering a natural pozzolan cement product and Charah Solutions offering a natural pozzolan product through its new grinding facility in California. The Natural Pozzolan Association now lists several producers as well as multiple prospective deposits that could increase the supply across the United States. Alternative waste material pozzolans have also been developed into commercial offerings. For example, Pozzotive’s ground glass pozzolan has been used in a number of projects in New York, including pavement for United Nations Plaza and for stations on the 2nd Avenue Subway line.
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